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A Context for Instructional Resgarch

Is

A Context for Instructional Research

on Reading Comprehension

.

When the history of reading research is written for this century,

the decade of the seventies will be regarded with irony. .During the

seventies, our knowledge of the basic cognitive processes involved in

readipg comprehension as well as our knowledge about basic instructional

processes grew dramatically. Nonetheless, our knowledge about teaching

reading comprehension advanced very little, if at all. This ironic state

of affairs can be pardoned, perhaps, on grounds that we had to learn about

the basic processes of comprehension and the basic processes okinstruc-

tion before we could combine knowledge about these two areas in order

to make any advances in applied knowledge about teaching reading compre-

hension.

The time has come to begin a vigorous program of research that

directly addresses the issue of how we can improve the reading comprehen-

sion abilities of our students in our schools. Our knowledge of basic

processes, while not complete, is sufficient to allow us to begin to apply

knowledge about comprehension and instruction to issues of reading compre-

hension instruction. Moreover, even if we did not have the benefit of

basic process knowledge, we should still begin the applied effort. Literacy

is too important a concern to allow us the luxury of waiting for further

advances in basic research. Besides, the argument for waiting revc3ls

an elitist fallacy about the t=elatiopship between basic and applied

researchhere is no reason why applied research cannot al(' should not
1

basic in the same measure that basic research informs

applied.

4
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In this paper I will summarize briefly important conclusions from

research on basic cognitive processes involved in reading comprehension.

Second, I will do the same for research on classroom instruction. Third,

I will discuss what we have learned about how reading comprehension is

taught (or is not taught) in today's schools. Fourth, I will discuss the

few experimental studies that have been conducted in which experimenters

have tried to intervene in the ecology of the school in order toimprove

students' reading comprehension. Finally, I will speculate about promising

directions that such research might take.

Basic Cognitive Processes in Reading Comprehension

The first thing to note about the cognitively oriented research of

the 1970s is that it was not so much directed toward reading comprehension

as it was toward understanding how information of any sort, including

information represented by graphic symbols on a page, is stored and pro-

cessed. In other words, the research has been as much about attention,

encoding, inference, memory storage, and retrieval as it has been about

readings comprehension. This is as it should be. It would be counter-

intuitive and counterproductive to focus exclusively on reading comprehen-

sion, as if separate mechanisms and separate processes were necessary for

processing print as opposed to auditory or other visual information. A

unified theory of cognitive processing seems a more reasonable possibility

than does a set of separate theories.

The most basic conclusion of this research is that,reading, and

especially reading cOmprehension, is a complex interactive process

1

(Rumelhart, 1977; Stanovich, 1980)--one in which a reader varies his focus

along a continuum from primarily text-based processing (concentration on

5
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g-e-Cfri-§trIfe-a-u-th-o-r's -message straight) pri-ma rily-r-eder=based-p-rocessing

(concentration on predicting what the author's message will likely be).

This variation in focus is determined by a number of intertwined factors:

reader purpose (What do I have to do with this information once I've read

it?), familiarity (How much do I already know about the topic addressed in

the text?), interest and motivation (How much do I care about learning this

subject?), and discourse type and complexity (How much do I already know

about the conventions involved in this particular mode of.discourse?).

That the type of processing in which a reader engages is determined by

so many factors is at once a curse and a blessing. The-curse is that this

inherent complexity may make it difficult for us to understand, let alone

improve, reading comprehension processes of students. The blessing is that.

with so many factors involved, the likelihood increases that we will find a

small subset of factors--or even one factor--that we can manipulate syste-

matically with the result of improved comprehension. Our hope, therefore,

may reside in being able to select those factors most amenable to improve-

ment through instruction.

A second conclusion to be drawn from basic research in cognition is

that both content and process factors are implicated in reading comprehen-

sion. Content factors are the knowledge structures residing in our long-

-t-erm-Temantic memory ,.-that -determine-how well we understand and integrate

a particular text. They are like what computer scientists call data struc-

tures. To put it simp;y, the more we know about the topic addressed in the

text, the greater the likelihood we will understand, integrate and remember

the information contained in the text. Such a likelihood has indeed been

verified in a number of studies (e.g., Anderson, Reynolds, Schallert, &

6
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Goetz, 1977; Pearson, Hansen, & Gordon, 1979). But there is another type

of content, besides knowledge of topic, that influences comprehension--

knowledge about_the_text_structur_e_or_text_gen.r_e_i

tent is embedded. The work on story structures (e.g., Neilsen, 197.7;

Omanson, in press; Stein & Glenn, 1979; Thorndyke, 1977) and typical\rhe-

torical structures found in expository writing (e.g., Meyer, 1977; Meyer,

Brandt, & Bluth, 1980) indicates that familiarity With structi..:: influences'

:comprehension. Neilsen (1977), for example, found that even when topical

information (as defined by the characters and activities) was controlled,

subjects were better able to recall and recognize information presented in

a causally organized structure than they were information presented in a

mere sequentially organized structure. Several studies (e.g., Stein &

Glenn, 1979; Mandler, 1978; Thorndyke,1977) have indicated that violations

in what might be labelled canonical story form result in a decrement in

recall of information. The point, in terms of content, is that both topi-

cal and structural content have identifiable influences on comprehension.

Process factors are comparable to what are called control procedures

computer processing. They ref, r to how data are processed instead of

what dataare processed. To discuss them in.a paragraph separate from .

content factors may seem to imply that I think they are separate from and

independent of content factors. If that implication exists in the reader's

mind, it should be regarded as an accident of the conventions of print.

I know of no data base that would allow us to determine the indepehdence

of content (data) and process (control) factors. Process factors may be

but different facets of the same amalgam under consideration when content

factors are discussed. The kinds of procedures I havejilliTrid are attention,

7
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encoding, inference, retrieval, as well as executive monitoring of these

procedures (what some people refer to as metagogni4 tive processing -knowledge

about the procedures or how they are "proceeding").

That these processes undergo developmental improvement seems intui-

tively obvious. In fact, empirical researcners have indicated such a trend '

for processes like Inference (Paris & Lindauer, 1976; Paris & Upton, ,1976),

encoding of information into memory (Pichere& Anderson, 1977), retrieval

of information from memory (Pichert, L979), and metacognitiva monitoring

(Baker & Brown, in press). What is not clear in most of these-studies is
. ,

the factor or factor:!. to which thig. growth should be attributed--a sheer ,

developmental increase in cognitiye capacity, ao increase in subjects'

world knowledge,' instructional history (i.e., schooling), or a.groOing

awareness that the processes are available and-ought to be used.

For example, regarding inferenze, Paris and Lindauer (1976) seem

to argue for an awareness of strategy availability, while Trabasso (1981)

argues for knowledge changes. Chi (1978) presents evidence favoring a

growth in world knowledge as a major determinant of retrieval from memory.

Alternatively, recent studies by Hansen (1981) and Gordon (1980) suggest

that inference performance Increases with direct instruction and/or

practice.

The point that can be made to conclude this section is that both

content factors (as defined by topical world knowledge and knowledge about

textual organization) and process factors (as represented by attention,

encoding, inference, retrieval, and executive monitoring) have been shown

to inflence comprehension.

D.

8
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4 I,

-In the past decade researchers have spent a great deal of time in 4

classrooms; observing what goes On in that environment. The general

paradigm for,the research.is based upon the assumption that observation

techniques will allow us to ideRtify managethent, material, design, and

verbal interaction patterns that discriminate between successful and

unsuccessful classrooms and/or schools. This is typically accomplished ,

by identifying, in advance, successful and unsuccessful schools, teachers,

or classrooms. Then, depending upon the .degree to which one accepts the

tenets of the ethnographic tradition, the researcher conducts controlled

(preplanned, systematic, and theore,tically determined) or Uncontrolled

observation (observing as much of the ecology as possible without.pre-

determined scales or protocols). Then, the researcher examines the obser-
.

6.

vational data, looking for factors that discriminate between successful

and unsuccessful sites.

The logic of this paradigm is similar to the good/poor reader paradigm

used in descriptive reading research; Give similar tasks to readers

with widely different reading ability, and look for cognitive or behavioral

correlates that discriminate between good anti poor readers. The assumption

in both cases ,seems to be that those faCtors that discriminate between the

good and the bad will serve as likely candidates for subsequent experimen

tal research, 'research in which those, ariables are systematically manipu-

lated to determine whether or not improvement occurs.

The research conducted .ender the auspices of the California Beginning

Teacher Evaluation Study (Fisher, Berliner, Filby, Marliave, Cotten,

Cishaw, & Moore, 1978), by Brophy and Evertson (1976), a4 reviewed by
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4 Rosenshine (1979, 198u1, and Rosenshine and Berliner (1978) all fepresent

variations on this paradigmatic - theme. Also, the debate centering on the
9.

follow-through reports (e.g., Becker, 1977; House, Glass, McLean, 6

Walker, 1978) provides some provocative data regarding effective aspects
. 0
of instruction. Finally, the work of Stallings (e.g., Stallings; Needles,

& Sta'Ybrook, 1979) is relevant to this set of issues.

-Summarizing almost simultaneously (and hence oversimplifyiFig the

situa0on), We get the following scenario. First, the greater the pro-
.

portion of time students spend on a task, the better their perforMance
.

on the task. , Acade.nic engaged time, to use Rosenshine and Berliner's

(1978) term, is a reasonable predictor
/

of reading achievement gain, rang-

ihg. in.magnitude from correlations of .30 to .59 (e.g., Fisher, et al.,

1978; Samuels & Turnure, 1974; Stallings & Kaskowitz, 1974).

.

A separate variable, related to engaged time, that could be 16beled

"content covered" or "content measured" (the two tend to be confounded);

tends to be positively relateeto achievement and/or achievement gain

(Anderson, Eveilson,& Brophy, 1979; Barr, 1973-74; Brown; 1978; Good,

Grouws, Beckerman, 1979; Harris & Serwer, 1968). This relationship

seems to hold, across a wide range of content: number of books read,

number of words taught, number of basal levels completed, or number of

computerized modules mastered.

Third, error rate seems to adcipp significant amount of power in

predicting achievement above and beyond engagement and content covered.

The California Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study (Fisher et al., 1978)

examined the additional predictive power-of error rate'over simple engage-

ment and.time allocated for reading. They found that error rate increased
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the correlation with reading achievement in 7 of l0 prediciions Interest-

ingly, the data suggest that lower error rates (about 80-90% correct) are

successful with low achievers whereas somewhat higher error rates (about

70% correct) are more effective with high achievers. These data derive

from a variety of settings for teacher-student interactions (words correct,
MI*

answers to que9 stions correct, etc.). Also, the combined predictions

(combining allocated time, engagement rate and error rate) suggest that

time spent on decoding is.correlated with achievement in Grade 2 to a

greater degree than is time spent on comprehension, while the reverse is

true in Grade 5.. Of course. this may reflect little. more than the dif-

ferences in criterion 'test items across grades.

Fourth, .group instruction, particularly small group instruction, is

1"

consistently associated with pbsitive gains in achievement, while

dalized instruction is associated with negative or negligible gains (Fisher

et al., 1978; Kean, Summers, Ranietz, & Farber, 497.9; Soar, 1973; Stallings

& Kaskowitz, i974). Granted, neither is as effective as one-to-one

instruction (Smith & Glass, 1980); however, assuming a normal student-

teacher ratio (15:1 to 30:1), group instruction appears more effective

than individualized seatwork-oriented instruction. Note, however, that

grouping is confounded with engagement, which may be the operative vari-

able; for example, in the BTES study (Fisher et al., 1978), engagement

rates averaged 84% in group situations and about 70% in individtplized

situations. Even more dramatid is the data for conscious nonattendance

to task: 16% when students worked alone versus 5% when students worked '

in groups.

All these findings taken together, whatenterges is the conclusion

that traditional instruction consistently wins out over innovative
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instruction.. One,is tempted to conjure up, a picture of a hardhearted

taskmaster of a teacher drilling students mercilessly on boring skills,

using choral recitation as a major response mode. Such is not the case.

Studies that have examined qualitative and affective variables in success-
.

ful and unsuccessful classrooms tend to have difficulty discriminating

between classrooms on thee sorts of variables. In fact,' most studies have

found very little, in the way of direct student criticism or harshness to

' students (e.g.,Ancierson, Evertson & Brophy,.1979), and sus4 teacher
0-

behavior either correlated negatively with achievement (Soar, 1973; Soloman

& Kendall, 1976; Stallings et al., 1979) or was positively, related to

achievement only when the criticism specified desirable alternative

behaviors. Remember that these same studies found positive relationships

,between the four previously rtviewed variables and achievement; thus it

must be the case that this traditional cluster of teacher strategies does

not lead to cold or harsh teacher/student interactions.

I cannot leave this realm of research without commenting'on the

research evaluating direct instructional models. Most of the debate abdut

the efficacy of direct versus incidental instruction has'centered on F011ow

ThrOugh comparisons between DISTAR and others more humanistically oriented

programs (house et al., 1978; Stalliings & Kaskowitz, 1974; Becker.&

Carnine, Note 1). Hence the research has been confounded in the sense that

it has compared direct instructim-1 in decoding-using a fairly gegimented

group-oriented program (DISTAR) with incidental instruction empnasizing

comprehension in a humanistically oriented program (for example, the

language experience programs in Follow'Thhugh). In'short, the direct

instructional model-(after Engelman, Note 2), which emphasizes rules,

12
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mini al contrasts to elicit discrimination of distinctive features of the

rules, a d lots of practice after instruction, has not been fairly 'tested.

We do npt know from the Follow Through research which aspect of the DISTAR

iprdgiam--direct instruction, decoding, or regimentation--leads to superior

4
decoding performance in high-risk populations.

To foreshadow a later section of, this paper, let me mention that the

systematic appljcation.of direct instructional approaches in the area of

comprehension instruction has lead to superior comprehension performance

in several studies (Day, 1980; Gordon, 1980; Hansen, 1981; Raphael, 1980;

<.%

Tharp, Note 3). The Tharp (Note 3) study is important because it has

evaluated a frontal assault on comprehension instruction over a several-

year period. What is remarkable about the results of Tharp's research is

that groups-of high-risk native Hawaiian children have moved from mean coma

prehension test scores hovering near the 20th percentileto near the GOth

percentile.

Rosens'hine and Stevens (in press) dharacterize,this gestalt of vari-

ables as an overall academic orientation to teaching and learning. Success

seems to be characteristic of warm but task-oriented classroom environments

wherestudents are expected to and do complete work related to reading

an4 reading skill development. The teachers working in these classrooms

might well be labeled Hard-nosed Humanists.

4

A

Curren Practices in Teaching Reading Comprehension

The'research surveying currep practicesfor teaching reading corn

prehension is limited to a single study (Durkin, 1978-79). Durkin observed

17,997 minutes of instructior.in both reading and social studies classes. .

She developed a scheme for classifying teacher behaviors. Comprehension

13
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instruction ,,as limited to activities Oh which the teachers conducted

lessons in which they discussed/inteLacted with students about how one goes

about doing comprehension tasks--finding main' ideas, paraphrasizinp, deter-

.

mining sequence, etc. Comprehension assessment was represented 14, teachers

quizzing students about stories they had read (and focusing on right

answers). Comprehension assignment consisted of mentioning to students

how they were to go about completing a workbook, ditto, or other written

assignment. There were many other categories, but these are most relevant

for our purposes.

Of the total 17,997 minutes of observation, Durkin found that less

than 1% was devoted to activities that met one of her definitions of
.

instruction. What were teachers doing in the classes she obsy'rved? First,

they were giving many assignments for students to do on thely own without

- teacher supervision. Second, they were asking students man questions

about stories they read and were focusing on getting THE right answer.

Third, they'answered a fair number of individual questioas about assign-
,

ments. What was igong on in the name of comprehension instruction? Put

simply, assignment dgiving and question asking,. The prevailing wisdom con-

cerning comprehension instruction seems to be that if tudents get enough,

exposure to a skill or kind of question, they will evirntually improve at
4

it. While such a position froy\ be consistent with the engaged-time-on-task

argument derived from Rosenshine and Steven's (in press) review, it is
.

not consistent with,arguments emanating from the direct instruction or

grouping findings. Furthermordt simply on common° sense grounds there is

something suspicious about a position whose implicit rationale is that if
0

children have trouble withX; what hey need is to practice X more often.
. , .

14
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Such a position probably works fine for students who can perform the task

at a moderate error rate; however, for students who hover near chance level

on the task, the additional practice may only reinforce their already mis-

guided strategies. In other words, what Durkin found in our schools in the

name of comprehension instruction may be a practice that promotes a the

rich get richer and the poor get poorer" syndrome.

In a sequel to her classroom observation study, Durkin (1981) examined

the teachers' editions of five currently popular basal reading programs,

looking for inItances of comprehension instruction defined. in terms com-

parable to the criteria used in her earlier study (Durkin, 1978-79). While
4

wig/

the sheer incidence of comprehension instruction was higher than in her

previous study, the' general-pattern of a dominant reliance on assessment

and mentioning was replicated.

Durkin's two studies, taken together, reveal a picture of virtually

no direct instruction in comprehension. Instead, teachers seem to spend

most of their classroom discus ton time askin students questions about

stories they have read and giving assignments. Regarding comprehension-
,

skills- -such as main idea, sequence,\cause-effect, fact-opinion--manuals

provide little guidance concerning how the skills ought,to be presented

to students; teachers apparently provide little guidance to students about

how they ought to solve problems and/or answer questions exemplifying these

skills. The prevailing wisdom is to provide massive doses of unguided

practice. Nor is there much evidence, either in manuals or classrooms,

that much goes on in the name of substantive feedback that would allow

students to evaluate how well they were performing a task or, more impor-

tant, what inappropriate strategies they might be adopting.' The student

15
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who is not doinlnyell on a particular comprehdhsion skill seems to have

little help to look forward to, save additional opportunities to improve

performance on his or her or through practice.

)

Research On Comprehension Instruction

Durkin's two studies end to engender an atmosphere of'pessimism.

Perhaps they-should. They have probably provided the reading profession

r

a definite service, for they prompt the question, What is the alternative

to practice and assessment? As an antidote to that pessimism, let me

turn to a review of a few recent studies that have evaluated the effects

of direct explicit attempts to help students develop heuristic strategies

(if not rules) for dealing Tth a range of comprehension tasks typically

required in schools.

These studies share a sit of,features. first, all of them are derived

directly from basic research n the reading process; th t is, they repre-

sent attempts tobridge the g from basic research to a real' instructional

issue. Second, all have ,ev aluted the efficacy of their instructional

treatments by using transfer tasks; they have asked the question, What

happeis to student performance when instructional crutches are removed?

Third, all have obtained positive results; they have shown that the inter-

vention at issue elicits positive gains in some aspect of comprehension.

Fourth, .11 have attended, at leas't in some way, to the question of control

processes. They have included, directly or by implication, techniques that

allow stude is to monitor for themselves whether or not they understand ,

task demands or know when they are performing the task appropriately.

In the fi t study, Hansen (11381) was interested in ameliorating

children's abilit'c and predisposition to draw inferences. Beginning with

rs
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the observation that children were best at answering the kinds of ques-

tions teachers ask most often, .i.e., literal recall df story details, she

wondered whether this observation represented a robust developmental trend,

an accident of children's instructional history (i.e., they have more prac-

tice aE-11-teral questions), or a fact about the world (literal questions

are inherently easier than inferential questions).

She devised three instructional treatments. In the first, a business-

es-Usual approach, average second-grade students were given a traditional

diet of questions accompanying their basal reader stories--about 80%

literal to 20% inferential questions. In the second, a practice-only

treatment, literal questions were removed from these children's basal

reader lives altogether; ihey received only inferential questions. In the

'third, students received the traditional question diet but were. confronted

lesson after lessori:,with pre- reading strategy designed to help them process

new (text) information in light of existing (head) knowledge structures.

Prior to each story, they were asked to predict what they, would do and what

the story protagonist would do when either confronted 2 or 3 critical

situations (actual situations from the story to be read). They then read

the story to compare their predictions with what actually occurred (a la ,

Directed Reading Thinking Activity). In addition, they were provided with

a visual model of comprehension asa process of relating the new to the

known.

Four kinds of dependent measures were analyzed, using pre4est story

understanding tasks (answering literal and inferential probes) as a covari-

atebin a multivariate ANOVACOVA. On the first measure, literal and infer-
,

ential probes from the last five stories in which the instruction was
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embedded, both the practice-only and the strategy training group outper-

formed the traditional group on both literal and inferential probes. In

addition, where differences existed between the two experimental groups,

they favored the strategy training group. The data suggest that a set for

inferential processing induces a levels-of-processing effect that general-

izes to both inference and literal tasks, at least in the local environ-

ment of the stories in which the instruction was embedded.

On'the second measure, literal and inferential probes from totally

new'and unaided stories, the two inference-oriented groups exceeded the

traditional' group only on inference probes for the familiar transfer story.

These data suggest that whatever heuristic developed could not overcome

the strong influence that prior knowledge has on inference performance

(i.e., no differences on the inference probes for the topically unfamiliar

selection).

On the third measure, free recall of a totally new story, there were

absolutely no differences, arguing for a transfer-of-identical-elements

phenomenon. Inshort, since the students never practiced free recall,

their ratio Of intrusions (inferences) to text reproductions was not

-influenced.

On the fourth measure,,a posttest only standardized reading test,

there was a treatment by subtest interaction. On the vocabulary subtest,

there were no reliable differences among groups, strengthening the argument

that there were no pre- or postexperimental general verbal ability differ-
.

ences among the groups. On the comprehension subtest, however, there were

strong differences favoring both experimental groups_over the traditional

group. At first blush this may seem surprising, since standardized tests

:18
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are typically insensitive to specific instructional treatments. However,

the ...standardized test used was the Stanford Achievement Test, which uses a

modified cloze (fill-in-the-blank) response format. Such a format, if 'it

does anything, places a premium on inferences to prior knowledge; how else

;ould anyone determine the best fit for the cloze blank. Hence, the trans-

fer is not so surprising.

The primary conclusion one can draw from 'lese data is that inference

ability, even for young students, is amenable to direct training and moni-

toring; however, the local and taskalike transfer effects are more impres-

sive than the broad transfer effects.

Gordon 0980 extended, at-least in part, the inference training

hypothesis to older children (Grade 4). Over a period of eight weeks, she

contrasted ,the effects'of an even more explicitly trained inference group

with a placebo control group that revived fun language experience and

immersion activities and a second experimental group whose instruction

focUSed on activating and fine-tuning preexisting content schemata (the

topics addressed in the stories) and structure schemata (helping students

develop an abstract framework for what is entailed in a story) before and

after reading.
4s,k

Five dependent measures were us 0: (a) comprehension of literal and

inferential probes summed over the eight stories in which the instruction

was embedded, (b) comprehension of literal and inferential probes on transfer

stories read immediately following the eight-week experiment, (c) same as

(b) but delayed two weeks, (d) a standardized comprehension test measure,

and (e) free recall protocols from the last story read in the training

period.

1
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While the results are not quite so dramatic as in the Hansen (1981)

study, the patterns of significant results are consistent. There were no

significant differences between groups on the standardized test or on the .

immediate comprehension test, again suggesting, that broad transfer is dif-

ficult to obtain. However, there were statistically reliable differences

favoring the inference training group on inference items derived from the

instructional storiems, Also, hi_ghz.achle.vinglaut--nat
0

In that group did better than other groups on the inference items on the

delayed posttest. The most remarkable differences favored the content and

structure schemata activation group on the free recall protocols; their

scores were often two or three standard deviations above the inference group

and the placebo control group, particularly on recall measures which were

sensitive to the development and use of a story schema. Apparently these

students developed an abstract story "map" which served them well in encoding

and retrieving information structurally important in a'story schema. As

with tilt.: Hansen and Pearson study, one is more impressed with the local than

the broad transfer effects. Also, one is struck by the specificity of the

transfer that does occur; the principle of transfer of identical elements

cthe greater the similarity between training'and transfer tasks, the greater

the likelihood of transfer) suggests itself. One is tempted also to invoke

Rosenshine's engaged-time-on-task printiple in explaining these data.

Hansen and Pearson (in press) have followed up earlier inference

training research with modified techniqu'es and different populations. In

earlier research, (Hansen, 1981) contrasted a strategy approach with a

practice-only approach and a business-as-usual control condition. In the
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follow-up, Hansen and Pearson combined strategy and practice into a single

treatment to be contrasted with the conventional approach. They also trained

four teachers to administer the treatments instead o7 teaching the classes

themselves, as had been done earlier. Finally, they used good and poor

fourth-grade readers instead of-average second-grade students.

The combined approach proved not to be advantageous for good readers in

comp itproved remarkabty,cffettive-rfur-
.

the poor readers. Experimental poor readers exceeded their control counter-

parts on inference measures taken From the materials in which the instruction

Was embedded as well on measures from three transfer passages for which trio

.instruction was offered. In fact, when all students read and answered

questions from a common transfer passage, poor experimental students reading

at a 3.1 level scored as well as good control students reading at a 6.2

level. From these data, and the data from the earlier study, they concluded

that younger and poorer readers benefit from conscious explicit attempts to

alter comprehension strategies; older good readers, on the other hand, seed

not to benefit, perhaps, because they are capable of developing adequate

Strategies on their own.

Rgphael (1980) cast the inference training paradigm directly in a more

general approach to question-answering. Over four 45-minute sessions'she

trained average 4th-, 6th-, and 8th-grade students (also low, average, and

high 6th -grade students) to monitor their allocation of resources (infor-

mation in the text versus knowledge stored in memory) in generating answers

to questions that invited textually explicit comprehension (deriving an

answer from the same text sentence from which the question was generated),
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textually implicit comprehension (deriving an answer from a text sentence

different from the one from which the question was derived), or scriptally

implicit comprehension (deriving an answer from ohei.s store of prior knowl-

edge). She modified this scheme, takf.n from Pearson PA Johnson (1978) .

for students by labeling the three response types RIGHT THERE, THlW!AND

SEARCH, and ON MY OWN, respectively.

Using-a-model--->guided practice---> independent practice > direct

feedback instructional design, she guided the students to apply the strategy

to increasingly larger text segments (one paragraph to a 600-word passage)

with an increasingly larger number of questions per lesson and increasingly

fewer feedback prompts from the instructor. In the strategy, students read

the relevant text'and the question, generated an answer, and then decided

which of the three strategies they had used to generate the answer.

In the transfer test, students read entirely new passages on their own;

answered questions, and decided on the strategy they thought they had used

to generate the answer. The performance of the training group was con-

trasted not with an untreated control but with a control group that received

a 20-minute orientation to the response classification task.. Four dependent

measures were analyzed: (a) hits (Did the student give his response

strategy the same category rating as the experimenter thought was the most

readily invited strategy given the particular question and text--in other

words, did the student judge himself to do what the experimenter thought

most students would do?), (b) matches (irrespective of response quality, did

the student actually do what she said she did?),/(c) appropriate' responses

(Did the student give aresponse that, either because Of direct selection

from the target position or through a chain of logical and/or pragmatic

22
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reasoning from the target proposition, could be scored; correct given a com-

plex.set of scoring protocols that allowed for considerable deviation from

the expected response, and (d) correct hit matches (given that student

achieved a hit [Did what the experimenter expected] and a match [Did what~

she said she did] what was the probabilitY that she got the item correct?).

On all of these response measures, reliable differences were found

favoring the training group over the orientation group; that is, trained

students got befter at discriminating task demands of different -types of

questions, evaluating their own behavior, and giving quality responses.

Moreover on the conditional measure, which requires discrimination and

evaluaticxt and response quality, training/orientation differences were mag-

nified even further. Apparently students changed both their response

strategies and their response monitoring strategies. Raphael concluded that

they had developed both new comprehension and comprehension monitoring

strategies that gave them more control over a traditional but pervasive

question answering,task.

Working with low-ability community college students, Day (1980) con-

trasted approaches to training students to write summaries for prose

passages. The treatments differed - ystematically from one another in terms

of hdi rules'for writing summaries were integrated with self-management

strategies designed to help students monitor their own progress in summary

4
writing. Treatment 1 consisted of self-management alone (a fairly tra)

ditional self-checking procedure to determine whether the summary conveyed

the information the student intended to convey). Treatment 2 was rules

alone; Wet is, subjects were trained to'use van Zijk and Kintsch's (1978)

23
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five rules for summarizing narratives: delete redundancy, delete irrele-

vancies, subordinate subtopics, select topic sentences, create topic

sentences. Treatment 3 simply put Treatments 1 an5l 2 together in sequence.

First do one; then, the other. Treatmeht 4 integrated the rules-and self-

management strategies into a single coherent routine. One might,say that

the four treatments varied' along a continuum of integration of explicit

training-and explicit monitoring devices. A model feedbadk

instructional design was used.

The dependent measure was the proportion of time students used each

-0. of the 'five summarization rules (number of actual uses/number of pltential
0

opportunities to use). Day found that fromfpretest to posttest there

was a ceiling effect on the two deletion rules; that is, almost all students

could already apply them. On the subordination rule, all but Treatment 1

(self-management alone) students made significant gains, with the greatest

gains accruing to the integrated group (Treatment 4). On the selection

Akrule'again Treatments 2, 3, and 4 exhibited greater gain than did

Treatment I; however, there were no reliable differences among Treatments

2-4. Also, average-ability students gained more than low7ability students.

On the creation rule, a pattern similar to that found for subordination

emerged: The greatest gains accrued to the integrated group (Treatment 4).

Furthermore, posttest? performance indicated that while pre -post ,gains were

similar across rules, absolute performance levels were conditioned by rule

complexity: Rule 3 > Rule 4 > Rule 5.

Day's data suggest that with different tasks and with slower students,

. . explicit training in strategies for accomplishing a thsk coupled

24
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with routines to oversee the successful application Of those strategies is

clearly the best approach"(p. 15).

This summary provided by Day could well serve as a summary for the four

studies reviewed in this section. All point to the direction of making

clear what the task requirements are, providing heuristic guidelines for

task completion, allowing substantial massed practice along with substantive

feedback, and insuring some provision for self-monitoring. The data are

.encouraging. It looks as though we can teach comprehension skills after.

all.

The last section clearly reveals my ownsbiRses about the direction

instructional research on reading comprehension ought to take. Research

should focus on explicit attempts to help students develop .independent

strategies.for coping with the kinds of comprehension problems they are

asked to solve in their lives in sch3ols. It is i'nteresting that one could

probably infer that such research was needed .by examining the gaps in

instruction found by Durkin.1978-79) and the positive corre ations between

existing instructional practices and achievement noted by pe ple like

Rosenshine and Stevens (in preAl. That the few instructional studies on

reading comprehension also support such a line of research is encouraging.'

As a general model for how, we might proceed, let me-offer a set of

guidelines paraphrased from Brown, Campione, and Da;" (1981):

1. The trained skill must be instructionally relevant.

2. Training should proceed from simple to complex.

3.' An analysis of training and transfer tasks should provide

evidence of where breakdowns occur.

25
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4. There should be explicit instruction concerning when and how
1 0

to use the strategies.

5. Feedback should be given duriAg class discussions.and for

And,wendent work.

6. A variety of passages (or other materials) should be used in

order to facilitate transfer to new situation's.

7. Self-cheCking procedures should be used as an inhere;t part of

operationalizing the training strategy.

In reflecting Upon these -guidelines and the studies which show the value of.

direct explicit attempts to improve comprehension skills, I am struceby

D
the consistency of this perspective wt( what wemight call common sense.

The questions of interest then become How did we lose our common sense?

and How do .we find once More?

Inspetsulating upon the loss, I am convinced that instruction somehow

got lost within the prevailing emphasis upon sophisticated materials and

0
management schemes 0 the decade of the 70's. Never before, have we had

such an array of texts,.workbooks, worksheets, games; and kits available to

teach reading skills. In su &h a mileau it may be seductive for educator§

to believe that_materials really do teach. In facts a recent survey by

.

Shannon (1981) confirms such a belief among teachers and (even more
4

0
strongly) adminiitrators. '

In anticipating a return to what we mightswant to. 10e1 the science and
. ,z,

art of teaching (as opposed to managing), I think.the justificati exists
...

/ for placing more emphasis on direct explicit teaching, interactiNiondis-

.

try

cussions, substantive feedback, and control and self-mottitoring strategies.

Hopefully, as we accumu.ite additional evidence-supporting ,the efficacy ,

26
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of these techniques, particularly` in natural classroom environments, and as

we discuss these techniques with practitioners, we will return to the

model of teacher as teacher, and perhaps the return will occur as naturally

and quickly as we turned to the model of teacher as manager during the

19701s.

O

27
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